
EMBARK ON A JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY 
OF OUR SKYRISE GREENERY INSTALLATIONS

Z O N E  1

S K Y R I S E
G R E E N E RY
T R A I L  M A P

SKYRISE GREENERY TRAIL MAP SERIES
This skyrise greenery trail map series highlights various zones around Singapore where 
you can view publicly accessible* skyrise greenery projects up close.

SKYRISE GREENERY TRAIL ETIQUETTE 
Please observe the following etiquette when visiting the projects listed in this map: 

For projects that are listed as “Viewable from street level”, please enjoy the installations 
from the common/public spaces at street level. You are not allowed to enter the premises 
without permission.

For projects that are listed as “Walk on me”, these projects are fully accessible to the 
public.

At each site do remember to take nothing but photos, leave nothing but footprints!

DIFFICULTY OF TRAIL 
The trails are of easy to moderate levels. You may alight at the nearest MRT station and 
walk (unless stated otherwise) to the various projects listed

ESTIMATED TIME OF COMPLETION OF THIS TRAIL
You will take about 2–4 hours to complete this trail. It is possible to complete all projects 
on foot within this time frame, excluding viewing time at each site.

For a more compehensive map of all skyrise greenery projects in Singapore, visit: 
www.nparks.gov.sg

For more information on skyrise greenery, visit: www.nparks.gov.sg/skyrisegreenery

For enquries, email: skyrisegreenery@nparks.gov.sg

*All projects featured here are either open to the public or viewable from street level.



*All projects featured here are either publicly accessible or viewable from street level.
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LEGEND:

WHAT IS SKYRISE 
GREENERY?
Skyrise Greenery is a term 
coined in Singapore that refers 
to the greening of both 
horizontal (rooftop greenery) 
and vertical (green walls) 
dimensions. 

These installations can be 
spotted all around Singapore 
in various forms such as sky 
terraces, balcony planters, 
green roofs, rooftop gardens 
and different types of green 
walls.

WHY IS SKYRISE 
GREENING 
NECESSARY?
In our heavily built-up city-state 
with limited land, skyrise 
greenery helps to create a 
harmonious balance between 
urban development and our 
natural heritage. It also helps 
reduce the Urban Heat Island 
effect, making Singapore a 
more liveable place.
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01. SHAW CENTRE/HOUSE 

 

Winner of the Garden City Awards 2001, this iconic rooftop garden is one of the earliest examples of a lush 
rooftop garden in Singapore and can be found on the top floor of the block above Lido Cineplex. Several 
vertical greenery panels clad the façade of Shaw Centre’s multistorey carpark and at the main drop-off point, 
adding to the overall skyrise greenery concept of this development.

Address: 1 Scotts Road, Singapore 228208

02. ORCHARD RESIDENCES 

 

Unique geometrically designed vertical greenery 
panels line its perimeter wall along the pedestrian 
pathway leading towards the entrance of Orchard 
Residences. 

Address: 238 Orchard Boulevard, Singapore 
237973

03. RESIDENCES AT EMERALD HILL 

 

A continuous stretch of lush vertical greenery can be 
found along the perimeter fencing of this 
condominium, providing green relief from our 
concrete jungle and invoking a feeling akin to 
entering a sanctuary.

Address: 119 Emerald Hill Road, Singapore 
229401

04. THE HEEREN 

 

Covering a span of six storeys, this vertical greenery installation located at the side of the building (near the 
carpark entrance) demonstrates that it is possible to provide pockets of greenery in constrained spaces.

Address: 260 Orchard Road, Singapore 238855

05. 313 SOMERSET

 

This rooftop garden, located on the 5th floor of the 
mall, provides a recreational space for visitors to 
relax and for children to play at the mini playground. 
Pillars cladded with vertical greenery can also be 
found on this rooftop garden and the verdant foliage 
is visible from ground level.

Address: 313 Orchard Road, Singapore 238895

06. ORCHARD CENTRAL

 

Winner of the Skyrise Greenery Awards 2009 
(Completed Projects), this shopping mall features 
decks that are lushly landscaped on the 11th and 
12th storeys. Visitors to the rooftop gardens will be 
able to enjoy panoramic views of the surroundings, 
as well as admire the Kuzama artwork located in 
front of the 8-metre-tall green wall.

Address: 181 Orchard Road, Singapore 238896



07. SCHOOL OF THE ARTS (SOTA) 

 

This school boasts extensive green walls, comprising climbers supported by mesh panels that stretch upwards 
across the various levels. Though not accessible to the public, there is also a rooftop garden that doubles up 
as a large recreational park, with a 400-metre running track. The trees that line the track are visible from the 
street.

Address: 1 Zubir Said Drive, Bras Basah Road, Singapore 227968

08. HOTEL RENDEZVOUS 

 

A stretch of lush vertical greenery lines the curved 
driveway leading towards the lobby of the hotel, 
providing hotel patrons with a pleasant and green 
welcome. 

Address: 9 Bras Basah Road, Singapore 189559

09. SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY 
 

Segments of cascading vertical greenery, made up 
of climbers supported by mesh panels, decorate the 
façade of various blocks within the university 
grounds. These lush green panels can be viewed 
from the pedestrian paths.

Address: 81 Victoria Street, Singapore 188065

11. BUGIS+ 

 

This 10-storey entertainment and retail complex features sky terraces at various levels,  providing a green 
contrast with the silver-crystal media façade. These sky terraces are integrated with event spaces and cafes, 
and are accessible to the public.

Address: 201 Victoria Street, Singapore 188067

10. NATIONAL LIBRARY BUILDING

 

Sky terraces are located intermittently at various levels, bringing greenery closer to the patrons of the library 
and the workers in the office floors above. Some of these terraces are accessible to the public (as indicated 
at the entrance leading into the gardens at each respective level), but are best viewed in totality from 
pedestrian pathways surrounding the building

Address: 100 Victoria Street, Singapore 188064


